
ABC’S SMASH HIT 
COMEDY RETURNS
Powerhouse Kitty Flanagan stars as 
Fisk, ‘the lady in brown’, in this hugely 
successful ensemble comedy

INSIDE AUSTRALIA’S ICON
It’s access all areas as, for the first 
time, cameras go behind the scenes 
at the world renowned Sydney 
Opera House

MIRIAM MARGOLYES 
UNMASKED
The celebrated actor and intrepid 
commentator is back on the road, 
exuding chutzpah, humour and insight

AFTERTASTE
Embraced by audiences and critics 
alike, food-filled comedy Aftertaste  
is back with riotous second season

And more inside...



SCRIPTED FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS & MUSIC
LIFESTYLE

Easton’s new life out of the public eye is shattered by 
the return of his niece Diana, and a secret from the past 
throws the West family into more chaos than ever.

Art lover and actor Rachel 
Griffiths explores our most 
iconic landscapes and the 
untold personal, social and 
cultural stories behind them.

A stunning season of seven beautifully shot, incredibly 
cinematic films showcases the musical breadth and daring 
virtuosity for which the ACO is renowned around the world.

Friends Mia, Penny 
and Austin navigate 
the divisive socio-
political hellscape 
that constitutes 
contemporary life, 
leaving a path  
of destruction  
in their wake.

Girls are doing it for themselves in this fun, heartfelt
comedy set in a unique bushland community.

As Helen settles into her role at Gruber & Associates, Roz takes 
on a new business venture and Ray needs Helen to step up her 
game. But when Helen’s past transgressions come back to bite 
her, the Grubers face a difficult decision.

4K/HD 6 x 30’  |  Closer Productions

HD 6 x 30’ 
WAYLT Holdings

HD 7 x 12’ or 1 x 84’ 
Cockatoo Co Lab

HD 7 x 60’ 
Australian Chamber Orchestra

HD 6 x 30’ 
Mint Pictures

HD 6 x 30’  |  Origma 45 Productions

HD 3 x 60’ 
Barking Mad Productions & Fremantlemedia Australia

Miriam Margolyes: Australia Unmasked
With all her customary chutzpah, humour and insight, celebrated actor 
and intrepid commentator Miriam Margolyes is back on the road,  
on a mission to explore the uniquely Australian ethos of ‘the fair go’.

Inside the Sydney Opera House
For the first time, the Sydney Opera House has allowed cameras 
to go behind the scenes to reveal what it takes to run one of the 
world’s busiest and most iconic performing arts precincts.

Muster Dogs
A heart-warming ratings smash hit set to win hearts and minds 
around the world.

HD 3 x 60’  |  Southern Pictures

HD 6 x 15’  |  ABC

HD 4 x 60’  |  Ambience Entertainment

HD 7 x 60’  |  ABC HD 6 x 30’  |  Lone Star Productions

Aftertaste: Series 2

Great Southern 
Landscapes

Australian Chamber Orchestra: 
StudioCasts

Why Are You 
Like This?

Homespun

Fisk: Series 2

Strait to the Plate: Series 2
Aaron Fa’aoso sets out on a journey  
to discover signature Torres Strait 
Islander cuisine.

Chopsticks or Fork? 
Comedian and food enthusiast Jennifer 
Wong is on a mission to meet the people 
behind the wok.

Restoration Australia: 
Series 5
Restoring heritage ruins  
into living home.
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FACTUAL & CURRENT AFFAIRS

The People’s Republic of Mallacoota 
This compelling, character-led series follows the citizens 
of a bushfire-ravaged community, as they roll up their 
sleeves to start rebuild their town.

Magda’s Big National 
Health Check 
Launching herself headlong into  
this immersive and personal journey, 
what national treasure Magda 
Szubanski discovers is both shocking 
and exciting. In her inimitable style, 
Magda identifies the biggest risks 
to our health, and how we can be 
empowered as a nation to make our 
health and wellbeing a shared priority.

Girl Like You
 

Could your love transcend gender?  Over six years, a couple 
battles to stay together as they navigate their own evolving 
sexual identities.

First Wars
Acclaimed, multi award-winning 
filmmaker Rachel Perkins 
presents this ground-breaking 
series, exploring the bloody 
battles fought on Australian soil 
in the longest running war that 
established the nation – as the 
colonial frontier pushed forward, 
and First Nations people resisted.

HD 6 x 30’  |  Renegade Films

HD 1 x 60’ or 1 x 75’  |  Rush Films

HD 3 x 60’  |  Blackfella Films

HD 4 x 60’  |  WildBear Entertainment HD 1 x 90’  |  Feather FilmsHD 4 x 60’  |  WildBear Entertainment HD 1 x 60’ | ABC | Catalyst

HD 1 x 60’ | ABC | Catalyst

Vape Haze
The new addiction of vaping,  
a multi-billion-dollar industry  
and a thriving black market.

Keep Hawaii Hawaiian
Meet the Hawaiian’s fighting  
to keep their land, language,  
and culture alive.

HD 1 x 60’ | ABC | Four Corners

HD 1 x 60’ | ABC 
Four Corners

HD 3 x 60’  |  Southern Pictures

Home: The Story of Earth 
A deep dive into the 4-billion-
year-old story of our planet.

Paper City
One night. 100,000 Dead. 
A documentary about the 
firebombing of Tokyo.

Our Brain 
An ‘owner’s manual’ highlighting 
breakthrough discoveries 
illuminating our enigmatic organ.

Solar Storms
Meet the extra-terrestrial 
weathermen who explore the 
impact of space superstorms.

Forever Young
Explore the psychology behind the 
rise of injectables in the ongoing 
pursuit of youth and perfection.

HD 1 x 30’ | ABC 
Foreign Correspondent

Crypto Mania
Fad, fraud or failure?  
Go behind the hype  
of cryptocurrencies.
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